
With Shelby County Schools wrapping for the year on Wednesday,
students are officially off for the summer. Memories of popsicles,
vacations and pool days often fill our heads when we reminisce about
our own summer breaks. But for underresourced children in Memphis,
options for fun, safe and healthy summer activities are limited.

Tennis Memphis Summer Camps provide affordable and fun
options for families. 
Tennis Memphis strives to provide more equitable access to tennis
programming – a sport that is traditionally and inaccurately associated
with wealth and status. Our summer programming is one of the best
ways for Memphis students of all ages, backgrounds and skill levels to
learn about the sport and stay active. Our pricing is affordable, and we
provide financial aid to families receiving government assistance. We
want any child who is interested to be able to attend our camps.

 

https://www.facebook.com/donate/1888715934620128/


Tennis Memphis Summer Camps are accessible for parents.  
We are one of the only summer camp options in the city that are easily
accessible for most Memphians. With four sites across the city –
Raleigh, Eldon Roark, Bellevue and Wolbrecht – parents can choose a
center that is convenient for them. This is enormously helpful for
families that are working diligently to balance work and child care
schedules.

Tennis Memphis Summer Camps are more than just a place to
spend summer days. 
Our summer camp programming promotes physical wellness through
tennis – which is proven to support youth health outcomes. We also
support mental acuity through skill drill running and strategic
gameplay. But most importantly, our team of talented coaches and
mentors invest in each camper through specialized personal
development lessons. It’s our goal to support the holistic development
of each camper: physically, mentally and emotionally.

Tennis Memphis Summer Camps need your help.  
Summer camps through Tennis Memphis are made possible through
the generosity of donors like you. This year, our families and campers
need your support in the most urgent way. We are currently running a
fundraiser on Facebook to drive donations for our programming. But
we need your help.

To help provide the most opportunities to students across Memphis,
will you donate to Tennis Memphis Summer Camp today?

DONATE

https://www.facebook.com/donate/1888715934620128/
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